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Aspects of teaching

Teaching consists of roughly two big components: content
delivery, and student support.

Most instructors do a pretty good job with content delivery.
Student support starts with things like office hours,
answering emails promptly, expanding office hours,
expanding methods of contacting students, encourage
one-on-one meetings, etc.
During the pandemic, the line between content and student
support kind of disappeared. We had to learn to be much
more flexible with how we support our students.
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Common questions and comments

Student: “What do I need to do to get an A?”
Instructor: “I want all my students to get A’s!”
Student: “I’m freaking out here...”
In class: “I have 3 midterms this week [in STEM courses]
... can I have a homework extension?”
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The whole student

A student is whole1.

Nothing is missing or broken. A student is
the only expert on themself.
 A student already has everything they need to succeed.

“Success” is a subjective term.
Perception of success is individual to us.
An instructor’s perception of success may put unrealistic
expectations on a student, setting them up for failure.
To a student, success may be getting all A’s, passing all
classes, passing my class while working for an A in a
different class,...

1From the coaching approach and certain schools of talk therapy
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Our role

Then what do we do?

 Our role is as a guide.
As an example, if you ask a student what grade they want, they
will give the answer they think you expect to hear. Instead, use
open-ended questions to

Help students understand what success looks like to them.
“What are your major goals for ...?”
Help students understand what failure looks like to them.
Help students set some realistic, step by step goals. “What
would you like to tackle this week?” “Walk me through how
you study for ...”
“Let’s check in next week to see how it is going so far.
When are you available?”
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Return to questions

“What do I need to do to get an A?”

“Let’s discuss study
strategies so you know how to get the grade you want.
Walk me through how you study...”
“I want all my students to get As!” “Get over it, not every
student will get an A and not every student wants an A.”
“I’m freaking out here...” “Let’s sit down and make a plan.
Take a deep breath. Tell me about it.” If necessary, walk
with student to CAPS. Can still meet over zoom to discuss
CAPS and other resources.
“I have 3 midterms this week [in STEM courses] ... can I
have a homework extension?” “Sounds like midterm
season, do you all have a bunch of midterms this week? ...
Let’s extend the homework for everyone.”
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themselves. If you really want to know what students need, ask
them!
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